
Did You Know?
Botanically, cucumbers are considered a fruit, but are often used as a vegetable.

Roughly one pound of cucumber is used in each bottle of this popular gin.

Black Fox Cucumber Gin

Cucumber Gin begins with our carefully crafted spirit utilizing 

ingredients that reflect our terroir. This creates an exceptional depth 

of flavour. 

An aromatic gin with fresh cucumbers and an irresistible peppery 

finish. Whole cucumbers grown on our Canadian prairie soil are 

added to this gin to produce its signature flavour and colour.

Awards

Earning international acclaim for flavour, this gin has been recognized as: 

Gold 
Gin Masters
The Spirits 
Business 

London, England

Silver
World Gin 

Masters Asia 
Hong Kong, 

China

Bronze
Canadian Artisan

Spirit Competition 
Vancouver,

Canada

About Black Fox Gin

Since the beginning, Black Fox has been driven by a desire to share the bounty of the land in a way people 

will enjoy. As fifth-generation farmers, we unite our passion for agriculture with the skill of distilling to 

showcase what nature is capable of. 



Contact us
sales@blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com  

306-955-4645 

245 Valley Road  

Saskatoon SK  S7K 3J6 

Follow us
BlackFoxFarmandDistillery

blackfox_farm

BlackFox_Farm

BlackFoxSpirits

Best enjoyed neat or substituted in your favourite whisky cocktail.

Black Fox Cucumber Gin
Black Fox Cucumber Gin elevates a classic gin and tonic, pairs well with ginger ale, 
or sparkling water with a splash of lime. 

INGREDIENTS

1 oz Black Fox Cucumber Gin

0.5 oz Fresh lime juice

0.5 oz Honey syrup

Mint 

Soda 

DIRECTIONS

Muddle mint with the gin, lime juice, and honey 

syrup in glass. Fill with ice and top with soda. 

Garnish with mint or cucumber. Enjoy.

More Cucumber Gin cocktails can be found on our website at 

www.blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com

Cucumber Mojito

Tasting Notes

The aromas are robust and down to earth showcasing freshly cut cucumber. Subtle anise, 

caraway and peppercorn hints create an aromatic, full bodied gin. Bottled in small batches 

creates a uniqueness in every sip.


